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movies. Early encoders read data and communicate data to each other through “light modulation”.
Many varieties of early encoders exist, and examples include disc drive encoders, optical encoders,
magnetic encoders, and contact line encoders. Early encoders each have physical limitations. For
instance, early disc drives stored data using magnetic stripes or a thin film recording medium.
Though magnetic stripes are an easy-to-use and reliable storage medium, they typically require the
use of a continuous, revolving disk. The intermittent movement of the disk limits the storage density.
Encoding schemes have evolved to improve storage density. Optical and mechanical encoding
schemes have been used to provide improved storage density. Though these schemes have improved
storage density, the rapid and continuing development of computing technology has increased the
speed at which data is transmitted and stored. Modern optical discs are often rotationally driven by
the computing devices they store and communicate with. As such, optical discs are capable of
storing larger amounts of data in smaller spaces. Early contact line encoders used a light source to
irradiate a writing surface on a rotating media to form a data pattern. The data pattern was read by
detecting changes in the thickness of the writing surface as the writing surface passed the reading
head. Modulation of the light source is typically accomplished using electro-optical elements.
Contact line encoders are sensitive to stray reflections from the writing surface that can be
generated, for example, by the media itself, or from nearby objects. Optical encoders are subject to
tolerances inherent in optical technology. These tolerances can make it difficult for optical encoders
to maintain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio, or adequate signal sensitivity. Noise will affect the
extent to which data can be read from the media. Mechanical encoders are more reliable than
optical encoders, but require separate sensors to measure the position of each media member. Early
optical encoders are described in commonly-owned and assigned U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,168,410;
5,208,628; 5,144,120; and 5,128,777, which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.
Further advancements in optics are described in commonly-owned U.S. Pat. No. 6,037,928, which is
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